Governor welcomes the ‘New India’ vision of the Prime Minister

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Shri P.B. Acharya has written to Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi welcoming the ‘New India’ vision. The Governor said that along with rest of the country, the people of the State are very inspired by his vision of ‘New India’. He said that providing opportunities to the poor and reducing the burden of middle class to enable them to excel to their potential and aspiration will be the foundation of the new India. The dreams of the under-35 and women power and aspirations of women will be fulfilled.

The Governor emphasised that the vision of New India with ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas’ will definitely reinforce the spirit of cooperative federalism, which in turn strengthens the country. It envisages strong Centre-State relationship and will cement stronger foundation for all round development in every part of the country irrespective of different political affiliations.

The Governor pointed that the people of the Frontier and Strategic State of Arunachal Pradesh are aware of Prime Minister’s goodwill gestures towards them. The State is taking initiatives in all the programmes launched by the Central Government with special focus on Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Jan Dhan Yojana, Digital India and now cashless India.

We, the people of this strategic Border State join in pledging for ‘New India’ and express our commitment to take India to new heights of equality, development and prosperity by 2022, the 75th anniversary of India’s Independence. We will make proud the founding fathers, Mahatma Gandhi, Sardar Patel, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and inspiring all freedom fighters, who had sacrificed their lives for freedom of India, the Governor underscored.

The Governor also congratulated the Prime Minister for the recent magnificent victory in Assembly Elections. He said that the remarkable victory is a reflection of the determination, dedication and sincerity of the Central Government under Prime Minister’s dynamic leadership. Amongst other, it also reflects the faith and belief of common masses in Shri Narendra Modi’s leadership.
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